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Analysis of NH₃ absorption spectra in the 2.3 µm atmospheric water window
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The laser absorption spectra of NH₃ ammonia isotopologues were analysed in the 4275-4355 cm⁻¹ spectral range. The experimental conditions covered the temperature range from 180 to 296 K and pressures from 0.4 to 50 mbar in a 7 m path long Herriot cell probed by a Vertical External Cavity Surface Emitting Laser. A Fourier transform spectrum was recorded at 296 K with 28 m path length to complement the room temperature data. These spectra were used to continue our work [1] on NH₃ transitions characterisation (quantum state assignment and line shape parameter determination) in this important atmospheric window, suitable for trace gas measurements. Besides the spectroscopic description of this ammonia isotopologue, the goal of the presented work is to test the improved method for measurements of lower state energies of transitions [2] with datasets from completely independent sources (laser absorption and Fourier transform spectra in this case).
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We present a heterodyne spectrometer concept based on DFB QCL lasers operated in mid-IR region. The instrument will be tested at one of the Russian observatories characterized by environmental conditions suitable for astronomical observations in the infrared region. The core difference between existing instrument and introduced concept is utilizing of photonic integrated circuits and fiber optics in the optical scheme, precise local oscillator frequency stabilization with reference absorption line. This instrument is meant to supersede all existing analogues (Cologne University (Germany) and Tohoku University (Japan) instruments) in some parameters, including spectral resolution, spectral coverage in a single observation, and the working range shortwave boundary. New methods of reverse problems solving will be introduced for measured spectra treatment.

A key advantage of high spectral resolution in the analysis of the outgoing radiation spectra of planets is concerned with the capability to retrieve detailed information about composition, structure, and photochemical kinetics of their atmospheres. Ultra-high spectral resolution provided by a heterodyne detection of the infrared radiation, allows for Doppler wind measurements at different altitudes. The most valuable problems to be solved are vertical temperature and wind profiles on Mars and Venus, integral and vertical concentration measurements of minor constituents on Mars and Venus, wind and temperature on Titan.
Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy around 2.3 µm
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The first application of continuous wave Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) around 2.3 µm is presented. The instrument operates in the important atmospheric transparency window and provides a high sensitivity (minimum detectable absorption down to the 10^{-11} cm^{-1}). The system uses a two types of tunable sources to operate a Distributed Feedback Diode (DFB)1 and a Vertical External Cavity Surface emitting laser (VECSEL)2,3.

The VECSEL performances combine a large continuous tunability in the range 4295-4380 cm^{-1} together with a powerful (~5 mW) TEM_{00} diffraction limited beam and linewidth below MHz level (for 1 ms of integration time). With much narrower operational range (~15 cm^{-1}) and wider linewidth (>1 MHz), the main advantage of the DFB diode is its frequency stability due to the fact that whole laser is built on a single semiconductor element (compared to the open space design of the VECSEL).

The performance of the CRDS instrument will be discussed comparing recordings of different spectra of absorbing molecules in the region.
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